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June 18, 1986 


Allan, 


f 1'Your article is in a class by itself! I cannot imagine it not having a 


prof~und and lasting impact. It is one of those marvelous works that keeps 


· getfing deeper with each reading. I've had a challenging and enriching time 


working with it. I have outlined below some possibilities for revision which 


you may wish to consider as potentially helpful in clarifying certain aspects 


of these difficult issues for those readers whose background may not be up to 


the level presently assumed . 


The point where I think the reader is likely to encounter the greatest 


difficulty is with the last paragraph on p 14. On p 18-19 it is clear that the 


fall is from the "yes- position" into the "no-position" . On p 15 , 1 10-13, one 


learns that what has happened is that "eating the fruit" has closed off disclo


sure by absolutizing the past as the basis for decision. But I suspect that 


many readers will not arrive at that understanding from sentences six and seven 


of the preceding paragraph. 


It is not clear to me from the present wording of sentence six how "eating 


the fruit" results in a conversion to this basis for decision . Does it arise 


from a consideration, based on memory, of the consequences of past decisions 


based on a "knowledge of good and evil"? Or does it arise from trying to anti


cipate whether the consequences will be good or bad based on the past? 


By going back over class notes I have reached the hypothesis that sentence 


seven refers to a conversion from immanent to transient activity . If that is 


what is intended I fear that readers without a strong background in philosophy 


may miss the point . 


Another problem arose for me with the alignment of good with pleasure and 


evil with pain . * One difficulty with this is that"good" and "evil" do not appear 


to connote pleasure and pain in succeeding uses (e . g . p 15, 1 1-7; p 16, 1 1-2 up 


~ p 17, 1 1-2 ; p 19 , 1 5-6 up) . Secondly, if preference for pleasure rather 


than pain is the measure for decision, as seems implied on p 14 , 1 16-19 , how is 


the fall to be avoided? If the eating of the fruit establishes this preference 


as the measure , I do not glean that from the present wording . As it stands , I 


read the fourth sentence to say , non-judgrnentally , that a preference is estab


lished as the result of distinguishing that which is pleasurable from that which 


is painful and that preference issues in decision . If the pleasure/pain axis 


and moralism are to be avoided as the measure, I find Buber's "beneficial" and 


"injurious" appealing. 


Finally in regard to this section, I'm not sure how many readers who are not 


familiar with Heidegger will grasp the significance of the last sentence unless 


* I am surprised that Hebrew does not distinguish between "evil" and "bad" . 







disclosure is specified more explicitly. Perhaps both this and idolatry could 


be clarified if something along the lines of "because it fills the space that 


should be left open for disclosure with a creature of imagination." were added 


to the preceding sentence. (The phrase, "closes the distance", would appear to 


bring the fourfold into closer communion although I guess it is related to 


"holds them apart" on p 7, 1 9, for those who know Heidegger well.) 


My next concern is less crucial but nevertheless may present a problem for 


some readers. On p 13 the "yes-position" and the "no-position" are mentioned 


without saying what they mean until p 18-19. Doesn't this run the risk of leav


ing the reader who is not familiar with Buber's thought up in the air about an 


issue which is directly related to their understanding of the fall? I suggest 


that footnote 8 be referred to at the end of the first sentence. For those who 


don't have a copy of Good and Evil at hand a parenthetical comment that these 


positions are to be more fully developed later in the paper would be helpful. 


Or, since Buber is not so explicit as some readers might require for clarity at 


this point, perhaps a footnote briefly describing these positions with mention 


of their later development would be preferable. 


It seems to me that Genesis 3 can be interpreted botK~t the quantitative 


level of particular decisions (beneficial vs. harmful), and at the qualitative 


level of the fundamental decision to relinquish the anahamadic posture (the 


"good" yes-position) for the ahamkaric posture (the "evil" no-position). Since 


distinguishing between them has been one of my most deep-seated problems in 


spirituality, I'm wondering if it wouldn't be worthwhile to make more explicit 


the distinction between these two levels of interpretation and the attendant risk 


of failing to penetrate to the fundamental level. 


The other comments I have are primarily in the direction of minor clarifi


cations or aids to the reader whose background is deficient. 


p 2, 1 8 up The reader whois unfamiliar with Heidegger might find a reference 


to the Memorial Address helpful. 


p 5, 1 19 I suspect that many readers will not see, from the rest of the para


graph, how "the occasion for such conflict is implicit in the open


ing statement." Those who are not trained to think dialectically 


would be helped, I think, by a more explicit statement that the ten


sion between the eternal and the temporal within our nature arises 


in the myth with the combination of the breath of heaven and the 


dust of the earth. 


p 6, 1 7ff The calling/naming dialectic is marvelous but it took me about four 


readings to hear it, primarily because it was unfamiliar (perhaps 
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also because I did not have access to Oduyoye ' s book . ) Part of the difficulty 


arose because I was not sure what is meant , in terms of the dif-ferencing , by 


"function" on 1 14 and "career" on 1 16 . Also, could some reference be given 


as to why calling goes with nature and naming with vocation/identity rather 


than vice versa as I would have guessed from my association of one's calling 


with one's vocation? 
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p 7 , 1 20 From my admittedly limited discussions with philosophers and psychol


ogists I suspect that a number of readers may not be all that familiar with in


tuition's function, even at a conceptual level . At their stage of my exposure 


to it , I would have benefitted from a reference to Plato (e.g. Apology 31d, 40ae ; 


Phaedrus , 242be; Laws, 906ab), which would serve to emphasize both its character 


and its philosophical pedigree . 


p 15 , 1 2 up It was not clear to me that the levels being separated were aware


ness and consciousness until I got top 17, 1 3-4 . Instead of "another", I 


suggest "the other", perhaps followed by "as we shall see" . 


p 17 , 1 10 Perhaps a footnote would help some readers avoid any pejorative con


notation to "negative". 


p 20 I found the ending a little abrupt on first reading, in part because our 


recovery is addressed so briefly . After several readings I did not find it so 


striking but I sense that it might flow more smoothly if "Had . • . . truth . " were 


not set off as a separate paragraph but allowed to connect not only to the adam's 


conduct but to our own recovery in the preceding sentence . 


As will be evident from the month-old date at the beginning of this letter , 


I had hoped to get this response to you earlier . I hope it will be of some use 


even at this late date. I want to thank you both for the privelege of sharing 


this vision over the years we have been together and for the joy of seeing it 


on its way to the publication it so richly deserves . 


;;rest, 
P. S. In the course of working with the article, I came across seven pages of a 


paper of yours which addres ses Genesis 1 . I do not know how these came to me but 


they appear to be of approximately the vintage of Sex , Suffering and Liberation . 


I found them to be most valuable and wonder if there is any possibility of obtain


ing the remainder of the paper for further study. Or, if that is not possible, 


could I obtain references 30-39? I enclose a copy of the pages I have. 


The juxtapostion of these two papers on facets of your remarkable vision of 


Genesis 1-3 has aroused in me the hope that you will be making that vision 







accessible to those without without advanced training in theology, philosophy 


or psychology in the not too distant future . I cannot help but think that there 


is an audience out there, both now and in the future, that would be receptive to 


the deep understanding which you have of Genesis . I think the reception which 


your talk at The Friends of Jung met with is a clear indication of this . 


Finally, I would appreciate your judgment as to whether the books by Oduyoye, 


Westerman and Cassuto are worth ordering as reference works. Thanks very much . 








• . I I . s c..z ,, lA-<.._ (._, t r<. ~ .. 


~F--e c_-~'1 
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CONTRA-SEXUALITY AND SELF-AWAKENING: 


THE MYTH OF THE FALL REVISITED 


No mytn nas more 1nfluenceo the course of western civilization than that of 


Genesis 2 and 3-- the biblical narrat1ve of the making and fall of humankind. 


It Is hardly extravagant to assert that its Influence has been so pervasive 


that its interpretations by the theological and psychological establishments 


continue to affect us personally and collectively. Stereotypical roles for 


man and woman are rooted 1n these interpretations. Th1s is to say that li~e 


It or not, thts story and Its institutionalized interpretations form a 


dominant feature of our culture's mind-set which we take for granted. 


Precisely because we take it for granted, we remain oblivious of 1t. We count 


on 1t though, much as we take for granted other features of our environment--


Inner and outer--to wh1cn our life-styles are habituated. 


Habit as fixed tendency lour modern understanding of the word) has the 


advantage of 1nstant response. But habit, in this sense, IS want1ng 1n 


intelligence whose hallmark is the power to adapt strategically to the new. 


We are not inclined to br1ng habit under review until it collides disastrou ly 


w1th biologrcal necessitv or soc1al Imperatives. On this account, the 


quest1on of self-awakenlng, i.e., yogic self-reallzatton 1 neeo never be 


~doressed consciously by anyone whose life-style outwardly agrees with custom 


and trad1tion. Nonetheless, such conformity is not proof against anxious 


worr" (not to be confused with concern). This universal trait of the hum.:;n 


cond1tion 1s attr1outed oy theologians simply to s1n and by deotn 


psfchologlsts to the n~turallv alrenated human essence. For the latter, 


anxiety 1s normal and pathology a matter of degree only. 







Curiously, the texts of the canon1cal scriptures do not, on the whole, 


co1ncide w1th these not1ons. It remains difficult to square a theologically 


moral1stic v1ew of sin w1tn the well known words of Jesus at his execution, 


"Father. forgive them for they know not what they do." And as for anxious 


worry, worla scriptures regard 1t as pathological in k1nd 1 not in degree, as 


the equally well known gospel story of Mary and Martha attests. 


Insofar as these perspectives, the moralistic and psycho-therapeutic, which 


are cultivated by the religious and psychological establishments do not hit 


the mark, concern for an alternative aporoach toward this profound mvth calls 


for a re-readlng of it. At the outset one can agree with both religion's and 


psychology s est1mate that the greatest human problem is suffering (not to be 


co~fused w1th pa1nl and the end of suffering. Th1s requires, though, that we 


work toward discovering the root of suffering. 


The myth of the fall of humankind addresses this problem directly. Looked 


at and stua1ed calculatively, myth and poetry are disadvantaged by their very 


r1chness ot suggest1on as it appears to over - shadow precise denotation. On 


the other hand, this very richness of suggestion is the food of meditative 


th1nking, the only way of thinking that annihilates suffering since meditative 


thinking and anx1ous worry are mutually exclusive. Th1s is not to disparage 


calculative th1nk1ng for Without it a material career cannot be promoted and 


sustained. R~ther, 1t 1s to assert that while calculative th1nking is 


necessary to wise judgment, 1t is not sufficient. Whereas calculative 


thinking controls nature, it 1s impotent to understana it. A proper goal 


cannot be discovered by doing anyth1ng. Disclosure offers 1tself only to 


those who walt upon it in the right spirit and it cannot be contrived. 


We should ponder th1s myth for a deeper reason tnan the historical ef.ects 
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at its interpretations, no matter haw disastrous many of them have been. The 


myth asks us to contemplate beg1nn1ngs. The beginning of a thing anticipates 


and marks 1ts end. The ward, beginning, nat only Indicates a thing's 


temporal, spat1al and causal aspects, but more prafoundlv, and to the paint. 


1t marks its nature. The beginning 1s ult1mately prior and so Inseparable 


from Self. On that account the beginning situates us, we do not situate 1t. 


It cannot be contrived. Calculative thought does not reach It though it is 


eminently useful toward collecting, argan1zing, deduc1ng and inferring 


whatever represents the beginning. Still, the beginning eludes exhaustive 


representatiaA and remains tranqu1lly below, within and behind every effort to 


aisclose it absolutely. As Heraclitus taught us, Nature laves to h1de. She 


discloses herself on condition that we do nat imagine a vain thing, namely, 


tnat the d1sclasure exhausts the disclosed. Ishtar's seven ve1ls are veilings 


to the nth power. 


Let us beg1n our meditation on this myth of the making of humankind w1th 


not1c1ng a distinction among divine names. It is unnecessary for the purposes 


0 our discussion to argue for or against the scholarly documentary 


hypotheSIS, According to this historio-philologlcal tnesis, the first and 


second chapters of Genesis are literary documents from different authorsn1ps 


and eras. This view is advanced and held by most scholars in an ef ·art to 


expla1n apparent contradictions or dramatic dissimilarities in the creation 


accounts. As an hypothesis, the evidence, while in part persuasive, 1s not 


,et conclus1ve. On the other hand there 1s much to be gained exegetically 1n 


contemplating the two chapters as creation star1es told from two different 


perspectives wh1ch are in no essential mutually exclusive. 


The first chapter of Genesis employs only one name for the Creator, ElohJa: 
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the second chapter Introduces the compound name, Yahweh-Elohll. Standard 


English translations Indicate them as God and the Lord God respectively. In 


chapter one, the creat1ve acts of Elohi; are sublimely told from the 


perspectives of essence and order; each thing after its kind Humankind, the 


final 


is at 


crEa~nsummates 
the ~ead of the story 


the succession. In chapter 
-414 e.AA.--.J..:-oc.-e_ 


two,Ahuman~Ind as Adam 


and the human drama dominates the myth tnroughout 
~tU<..~ 


with particular attention given to the making of /\ r~om<Hl and how she is 


encountered by man. The character and significance of this event form the 


bas1s and concern of this essay. 


Hebraic tradition assigns to Eloh11 the quality of judgment and to Yah~eh 


(the Tetragrammaton) that of mercy. 1 Judaic practice substitutes for the 


latter the name Adonai, a beautiful ascription to the divine Immanence which 


both expresses c transcendent intimacy whilst avoiding the sacrilege of 


pronouncing the holy name YHUH. 


The force of Gen. 2 is specifically implied in Its Introducing the compound 


name rahweh-Elohll 1 I.e .. Mercy-Judgment or, Merciful-Judgment. Mercy, alone, 


could not impose punishment for disobeying the prohibition against eating the 


fru1t of the tree of the Knowledge of good and evil. Judgment, alone, could 


not but annihilate the disobedient man and woman. Merciful-Judgment preserves 


the l1fe of humanity while transforming its existence. Mercy spares the unity 


of tne human essence despite the fall into disharmony between its masculine 


and feminine energies. Judgment, in Gen. 3 1 destroys the disharmony in the 


dt$o~,~~r-~~~~rtrt~n:t:cln~Uli~~~~;;~;---~ Garden of Eden by exllin the ma~d ~ dCCQmmodates mercy by 
~ .e..k:.t s .te-...J..--{ ~ 


subject ~his duality in human nature toA.an,...estrangement from lts unity ,/le-n-
tJ ' 


al enatlo~o painful t~ knowledge of goy~~ib~....:.._ 
3:22). e~fects n~ ~ blEiiiR g 9 ~ ~ a curse} Is It possible to understand 


cA- ~ C> ~Q.--;> '~ ~ d >--4--..H 7 ~ '"-'- o.-... /'c_ ~ c.__ c..~ 







this story from the standpoint of transpersonal Inwardness, i.e. 1 below the 


f1eld of calculative consciousness tied as that is to the contradictory 


dichotomy of subJect and oO]ect? Ne1ther the conventions of academic 


philosophy nor those of depth psychology break tnis ground, the former is 


confined to argumentation and the latter to an unconscious wnich cannot be 


tnat_ unconscious or consciousness could not recognize it. Neither breaks 


through to the freedom of non-duality. Insofar as theology does not discover 


this breakthrough, It remains likewise trammeled. 


Questioning a culture s perspective that it counts on IS difficult and 


dangerous. D1fficult 1 Decause the belief structure that is counted on is not 


yet consciously horizoned; it 1s dangerous because when that belief-structure 


contradicts the culture s original vision the unrecognized contradictory 


perspect1ve is held anxiously and the attempt to surface 1t discloses its 


Inaoequacy which further Irritates tne anxiety and reactive violence is not 


.ar off. 


The occasion for such conflict is Implicit In the opening statement of the 


m.HI ng of human nature. ~'ahPieh-Elohit - ~ on forming, shaping, molding <ya ~rr> 


the human be1ng (> a•:1 allli breathes Into it <him) the breath of life. In Gen. 1 


Eloh11 1s not said to breathe l1fe into any creature . Clearly, such creat1ve 


breathing Is the characteristic of YahPieh-Elohi;. Yah~eh is tne breather 


whose oreath enlivens. This aspect of the Divine IS passed over all too 


hurr1edlv and w1th a human self-congratulation that the 


encourages nor grounos. rahNeh-Elohii breathes into the nostril s 
v 


f 1 f ve......,..;" hJ!Y- d ·h >"'-o I e ! r< z s 1 at a,y 1 ' J an t e ad a; f - ' T /' 
becomes a living 


This animating breath 1s 1n animals too (Gen. 1: 30) • 


te>:t neither 


--- . ..,. b e i n g ( n e p_e s 


Ecclesiastes 


oescr1bes the fate (IJqrehJ of the sons of Adam and the fate of an1mals as the 


--
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same. As one d1es, so does the other. All have the same breath (ru~l which 


uoon death returns to Elohi; who gave it. (Eccl. 3:19-21; 12:7l. 


What d1stingu1shes being-as-human accorDing to this biblical vision? 


2 presents the 'ada; as one who called to the animals when Yah~eh-Elohll 


Drought them to the 'idi~ to see what he would call-to them. This "calling-


....r...rv _,..y .. 
( Tl e p_e s h il a h i 


. 7' 
to" to the other living being gives it both its calling and 


name. 2 This is to say that the calling and naming are not synonymous. By 


calling-to, tne living beings are named. By naming, they are called. Calling 


to tnem does not label them. It salutes their natures by dif-ferencing the 


nature from its function. Naming them ooes not call them 1nto view, since 


they were already presented to the 'ada~ by Yah~eh-Elohla. Naming them 


salutes their vocations by dif-ferencing vocation from Its career. Calling-to 


and naming are twin call1ngs forth that release a living being's principle 


ootentialitles. Addressing potentiality does not fixate upon an actual 


existent. It is a ·isionary in-vocation that calls up a flowering in the one 


cal8 
This positive visionary summons is not representational. It anticipates, 


Without determining In advance 1 the living being's way of becoming itself and 


~lso the way of bearing itself. Even divinity undergoes this visionary pause: 


" . .• Yahweh-Elohla brought each beast of the field and each fowl of the heavens 


to the >ada111 to see what he would call-to it ... " <Gen. 2:19). The Hebrew text 


is precise here. The infinitive of the verb "to see" <ra'ahl is followed by 


the s1gn of 1n01rect question; and the dependent clause, "what he would call-


to 1t" represents a future action anticipated from some time in the oast. 3 


Divinity's positive visionary summons waits upon the 1 ~di;'s potentialities as 


does tne >iai; wa1t upon each an1mal 'sway of becoming itself and 1ts way of 
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beanng lt::;e'IJ.f. 


Th1s pos1t1 ·e VlSlonarv summons! a poetic letting-be, matures 1nto ins1g11t. 


I~sight Is ~st of·en confused w1th Intuition for want o ~enetraung the 


matter more oeeply. Botn posit1ve VISionary su mons anG Ins1gn themselves 


ask to be w~iteo upon unt1I tney disclose the Oimens1on that holds them apart 
e~l-tt-:-1. ~~c 


oravnng, gathenng them together. <Iamb ·o:~:",._] the~ 'dimension" 


~ a does He1degger 1n his essay, " ... Poetically Man Dwells •.. ' in D f?•/''Y 


wh1ch h .ates on a late poern of Holderlin's. Perh-ps he .ao also Gen. 1:6 


In mind In remark1ng that sky's and earth's acing e~ch o her 1tself depends 


on the Olmension, the meting out of the between. Th1s 1s an exact image of 


the way the expanse, the heavenly, admits the space between the waters ~bove 


Wl 
and below by dividing between the ~ as the text reads In Gen 1:6.) 4 


Th1s visionary two-fold depends upon the more primordial " itnessing" of 


intuition wh1ch is a warning, a negative summons empty of any pos1t1ve 


calling-to, calling-up and calling-forth. Intuition's negative summons 


decl1nes and checks all possible positive visionary summonings otner than what 


at the time Invo~es the liVIng being's nature and destinv. Such exact 


calling-to waits upon not only breathers as living beings b· t th1ngs also. 


There 1s no biblical warrant for the Aristotelian distinction between ~nimate 


ana 1nanimate which hierarchically preJUdices the being of the Inanimate. 


There is only creature, a comprehensive word for every finite bearer of the 


diVInely creative signature. Any stone might hear (Josh. 24:271 and any bush 


can become the unconsumed u~urn1ng bush," as the one bush called - to Moses by 


the seeing of Yah~eh and the speaking of Elohl». It called-to him oy name and 


Moses hid hiS face, afraid to look at Elohi;. And Yah~eh said to Moses, "To-


see I-saw the misery of my people .•. " <E>:. 3: 1-7f • This divinely positive 
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visionary summons grants to Moses his vocat1on and destiny. But it r1ses out 


of the pr1mord1al guardianshlP of divine 1ntuition wh1ch the text ass1gns to 


Eloh1~ who w~rns Moses to come no closer and promises h1m protection to guard 


h1m 1n executing h1s vocat1on. 


Is this dif-ference w1th1n d1v1ne adaress between calling a~d naming, th1s 


be-two-ing of the divine word's one-fold 1nto seership and guardianship, any 


01fferent 1n princ1ple from the two-fold of the human word? 


If, in principle, the word of the d1v1nit · and the human word divide and 


JOln w1th1n the same one-fola and 1n the same ~ay! then the order of events 


narrated 1 n Gen. 2 is natur.:d. The 1 a d a ~a, in no sense generated oy a hum~n 


mother, of dust of the ground, 
. ., ___ 


and f,:~ther and is made the tne 1 ,Jfa11al1, ttle 


a./ divine breath. >.J-r1 a11 Eden 
c_Ai) 


lS placed 1n the garden of to work ( <~) it and 


--to guard !salll ¥ } it. A two-foldness has begun the m1dst of 


the garden are two trees, one of life the other tree of the 


knowledge of good and evil from wh1ch the Then 


Yahweh-Elohiii sa1d 1t was not good for the 1 ~ d ~~ to be 1n his solitar1ness. 


"I will make one who helps, who is conspicuously in front of, who corresponds 


( Tl e g_e Q_) to hi m. " 15 N eX t 1 Yah N e h-E 1 o h 1 1 forms from the 1 ~~ a'a a h the bEasts and 


birds and orought them each to the >a,J al "to see whc.t he will cc:dl to it. •• " 


Among these, the 1 i d~ 1 "did not find a helper, one conspicuously in front of, 


one who corresponded to h1m" (Gen. 2:19-20). 


This intermediate step between the divine intuition of something still 


wanting for the 1 adaa and the making of woman is a crucial moment in the 


story. One wonders why on observ1ng that it was not good for the ' i di t to be 


sheerly solitary that tahweh-Elohia d1d not 1mmediately set about mak1ng the 


counterpart, the woman. The reason 1s implied in the being of the 1 ada;. 


J 
{ 


tJ 
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Conventional 1nterpretat1on. for all its var1ety 1n some other respects, 


regards 1i di m simply as man opposed to woman, i.e., as this male human being 


contra-sexually opposed to this other female human being. But the text does 


not support this. Contra-sexuality does not appear until the distinction is 


made, by the 1 ~ da m itself on awakening to the woman's presence. On greeting 


.. ... h , ..... ,..._/ / this event, the 1 adam names er zss ~ as the cou•terpart of the one out of 


whom she was taken. This matnx the 
... - ,_v 


1 adam names · 1 s on the strength of the v 


cal cul at 1, e ref l ectl on that the woman was taken out of ' 7 ("because this was 


she was built from a rib taken from 
- J _...,, 


taken trom 1sl; whereas the text says that 


We shall return to this remarkable feature and its implications 


shortly. In the meantime, let us contemplate the question of the >ada; s 


being required to meet the animals, for calling-to and naming, before the 


woman 1s brought to presence. 


At the level of unmed1ated spirit or awareness there is no bas1s for the 


1ada; s not finding a companion among the animals. The >adam and the animals 


are equally IJeg_e 't Q i!.J~ h. Furthermore, both the ' adam and the animals are in 


no way to oe confused with such notions as "the first human being," "the first 


an1mal (s)." Each is a one Without a second in that it has no birth from a 


mother of the same species no human mother for the 1 adam, no animal species 


motner for the animal. When the Hebrew text wishes to represent the human 


be1ng historxcally through biological process, rather than Adam the word £nosh 


1 s u s e d 0 r s 0 n 0 f Ad am ( b e Ti ) ada I ) ; t h Ll s I ) e n 0 I a n d b e n ) a ;ra" ( p s • 8 : 4 ) • 


Er.osh, not 1 ada m, is human being. Job parallels 1 a d~ m with qeber whose root - .., 


\ 
( 
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The question of the relati of the ) ala a to the animals <3t 
-the~ 


~ 
that ;t, level. not for want of spiritual or - -ib 


~ e.x~~~ V2-<. '~':?-'-.A.v~ 'ic.;;..lf,.:y.-
' nor because~~ Cdlleg- t~ and ra~ them since 


spirit cannot be settled 


primordial community with 


he named the woman also. 


Thus far In the narrative, 


one encounter after another -- shocks, If you w1ll: put in a garden, expected 


to work and guard it, prohibited from eating from a certain tree, the an1mals 


paraded to be called-to and named entailing the monumental discovery of the 


language of mortals <tnere is nothing in the text that ~ays the >~di1 was 


created Immortal -- deathlessness depended on access to the tree of l1fe, and 


how often we are not told). This is to say that the power of self-relation in 


contradistinction to other-relatedness IS not yet self-realized in the 


>id~•· Awareness alone is insufficient to 1t and consciousness, which is 


awareness w1th an object, though necessary for looking after the garden, 


obey1ng the pronlbitlon and for utterance, needs a further dif-ferentiation 


before genuine self-relation can be realized. 


breath of Yahweh-Elohza for father and the >~j~aih, the 
) 
arth, the ground, for mother. But, as we have seen, dust of the skin of the 


~~r:r--
~ l Ft-Svfil.r a;; the an1ma s ... -are also each nep_es f!JI! ah th1s spiritual continuity is 


realizing genuine self-relation but 1t brings the 


> l a~ • a step closer to the possibility of awakening to it. The animals on 


being called-to and named do not make reply. On the other hand, we must be 


careful not to overplay this apparent want of reciprocity on the part of the 


animals. Neither did the woman reply when the >ad~ • cried ecstatically on 


receiving her from Yah~eh-Elohla despite her being taken out of tne >a2a; 


Itself! as the animals were not. In any case, 1t seems that the narrator 
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wishes to Indicate tnat no counterpart helper was found among the animals even 


within the bono of language. It 1s inconceivable that the animals would not 


at some level nave risen to their callings and names before the >ada• and the 


woman became estranged from Yah~eh-Elohi• and the garden. That no counterpart 


helper was tound among the animals Indicates that the >J~3; realizes a longing 


for one of Its own species as a true complement. Such intra-species' 


animals m~st have 
p~........_..,; 


complementarity among been contemplated 


w1th both wonder and a Precisely such a sentiment must 


precede the gift of woman if through ner a depth transformation of 


c 0 n s Cl 0 usn e s s i s t 0 take p l ace. T h 0 Ll g h hers e 1 f made f r 0 m the ) a.Q a I and s 0 i n 


her own less an 1 ~ja•, the quality and content of her 


consCl ousnes lso insofar as there is any change in the 1 asa•'s, 


We are now approaching the crux of this essay, the relation between contra-


sexuality and self-awakening. But for th1s to show fortn clearly it must be 


borne in m1nd that the 1 ada• is not equivalent to the male human being as 


opposed to the female. :>jga; has no plural nor feminine form, the feminine 


form 1 ~ja;ah means the surface of the earth, ground, soil, that from wh1ch 


dust arises and from wh1ch the 1 a£a• was fashioned. 


duality of divine breath and dust from the ground, Its mother. 


The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil 


Preparing the ~~~i; for meeting the woman is already begun with ordain1ng 


tne >a{a1 s vocation-- to serv:ingly work and also to guard the garden. Even 


betore tnat, the issue of self and other is made conscious for this creature. 


After tieing made, the )a,ia• is placed in a delightful <Eden) garden; no 


paradise to be sure, given the pressures and tens1ons that obtain in it, but a 
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pleasant place as the text says-- a garden <g ~, ) 1 I.e., a place fenced in. 


The duality of self and surround is established with as yet no restraints. 


The other is encountered with no inhibition. 


The prohibition against eating of the tree of the knowledge of good and 


evil occasions the first inhibition. This generates the beginning of 


Inwardness. The hypothesis here of so many interpreters that unt1l the fall 


the primordial pair remained in dreaming innocence cannot do justice to the 


prudence required for serving and guarding the garden nor to the response 


required ~y the prohibition. The introversion occasioned bv tne proh1bit1on 


introduces an inward solitariness which 1s 1n part released through the ne::t 


episode. The calling-to and naming of the animals generates a counter-tension 


to the solitariness of inwardness. It releases language from the side of the 


~~2~• and sociality is restored. Yahweh-Elohia had already released language 


tram tne divine side with the prohibition, a negative command. Soc1ality is 


restored for the 1 ajaa but no longer as it was; for the memory of the 


prohibition and the memory of the prev1ous unrestrained access to the garden 


br1ng to simple inwardness 1ts own counter tension. It is th1s counter-


tens1on, this inner forward and backward motion, th1s "sympathetic antipathy 


and antipathetic sympathy" IK1erkegaard 1 The Concept of Anxiety! that is not 


in all respects correspondingly matched in and by the animals. <The character 


and exoression of an animal's inwardness 1s not at issue and no deprecation of 


the 
oJ ..,.v y' .. 


an 1 m a l . an o t h e r Tl e e_e s h as a h 1 1 s 1 n t en de d ere . I 
• 7"'"- ~ t"s OIL 


What is the pnnctple of the prohtbitio? A~ wide lite ature devoted to 


thlS question <Westermann and the principal 


explanatxans6 1. For some reason commentators proceed hastily to consider that 


the Issue turns on the woro knowledge whereas the text precisely sav; that 
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what is forbidden is eating, 1.e., eating the tree's fruit. The woman 


understands thrs cle~rly in her conversation ~ith the serpent <Gen. 3:3l. 


Fru1t IS a symbol for consequence, result. It is the consequence of know1ng 


good and evll that must not be 1ngcstea. To uagine tn,;t tne > aga; was 


unacquainted with the opposites until the d1sobed1ence is untenable. as was 


shown above! and depends on misconceiving the garden as paradise -- a 


m1sconcept1on arising from the Greek (Septuagint) and Latin (Vulgate! 


translations: paradeisos and paradisus, respectively. 


Martin Buber in his Good and Evil attempts to account for the fall by 


analyzing human finitude as incapable of entertaining the yes-position and no-


pos1t1on of the oppos1tes as temporally coexistent. The yes-position can 


present itself only while the human being is in the no-position, not the no 1n 


thee on. Only as a transgressor can one know the good which for the 


time be1ng is inaccessible to h1m. "But at th1s po1nt, the process in the 


human soul becomes a process in the world: through the recognition of 


oppositeness, the opposites which are always latently present in creation 


break out into actual reality, they become existent. " 7 Th1s is a variation on 


the "dreaming innocence" hypothesis which owes much to Kierkegaard. 


Unfortunately, things are not so simple, since it is not "the recognition 


of oppositeness" that is the problem or the question. 


relation to oppositeness that is at stake. The opposites do no 


Into actual reality," they are already existent in both the 


subject, namely, life-as-it-is. The question is whether the myth of Eden 


portrays a fall from a perfect life to an imperfect one or whether it 


discloses life-as-It-is, was and always shall be and an 1nadequate response to 


lt. 
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Biblical metaphor in some texts emplovs the verb, to eat, to 1ndicate a 


non-matenal consumption (Jer. 15:16; Ez. 2:8,9; .:;:1-.~ . • Cf. Rev. 10: 19). 


Nonf1guratively, to eat 1s to 1ncorporate into one's own substance a substance 


of another order through wh1ch matter is converted into energy. 


Metaphorically, a non-material eating can produce in the eater spiritual good 


or ill health. It is reasonable to ask what it means to eat the result of 


knowing good and evil and why it should be forbidden as lethal. 


The phrase, good and evil, does not necessarily imply moralism but simply 


what is pleasurable Cl.nd painful, i.e., good and bad. Now decision embodies 


at tJ tude. Decision is the consequence of knowing qual1ty since to know 


entails dist1ngu1shing one thing from another and, in particular bibl1cally, 


to become intimately engaged with it. Such a qualitative apprehension 


establishes preference which issues 1n decision which in the practical order 


determines deed. Thus knowing results in do1ng. To eat this result (fruit of 


knowledge! converts into my substance the content of decision and the 


per~ormance that carries 1t out. To eat the result of knowing means to 


convert a preference, decis1on and performance from their essential character 


as means and to establish them as ends. It makes no difference whether this 


conversion stems from knowing good or from knowing ev1l. The garden required 


unremitting care, a pure act of attention to cultivating it and protecting its 


boundaries from potential or actual encroachment, or both. Danger was 


Implicit in the c1rcumstantial field of Eden itself. Learning how to repair 


any breach of enclosure or develop the garden horticulturally were goods. Yet 


no instance of evil or good repeats itself in all the same respects. Unless 


the gardener rema1ns open (a matter of attitude) to discovering (not 


contriving) ever new means to guarding and cultivating the garden, predation 
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ana decay are sure to occur and the garden lost. 


There is no need to belabor the human tendency to measure the present by 


the past and to project the memory of the past upon the imag1nary future. 


Wnen tn1s reductive~cy 1s actualized in dee1sion, revelation or 


disclosure in forfeited and the psyche is forced to ooerate 


out of an old groove. of biblical witness marshals itself against 


this tendency to absolutize the past. It is the root of all idolatry. The 


self-centered reduct1veness of idolatry bars the gathering of the fourfold, 


heaven and earth, divinity and humankind ana equally closes the d1stance 


through wh1ch each reaches the other 1n Its own mode. 


Contra-Sexuality and Self-Awakening 


The fa1lure to find tne helper among the animals matures the >a.tat's 


d1alect1c of inwardness and the as yet unconsummated outreach for the 


complementary other. Yah~eh-Elohi; precipitates a further dif-ference within 


the awareness-consciousness of the 1 ada1 bv forming a new nearness from within 


the >a.Qa• itself. The >aga; is made to fall asleep and the true helper is 


built from a rib of the 1 a:i_a; and brought to the >a:J.aa by r' ah!lleh-Elohi;. 


The sleep separates one level of awareness-consclousness from another. It 


also hides, conceals from mortal gaze the means by which this new between is 


wrought. 
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Not much, if any, depth significance is given by scholars to the 


d1St1nct1on here between mak1ng and building. The concepts are regarded in 


th1s context as virtually synonymous though the word build lbanahl employed in 


the context of creation occurs 1n only one other 1nstance, Amos 9:6, "Who 


tu1lds h1s upper rooms in the heavens and has founded his vault (of the 
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heavens) upon tne earth." The word vault, >aqudah 1 1s from the root >agd, 


b1nd. The vault of the heavens is fitted together, constructed. 8 


The helper's way of being Issues from a radically different way of making 


tram that of the fashioning of >a2a• who was made from the divine breath and 


the aust of the ground an Image of the potter's art. The helper is a 


construction from a part wh1ch had already been made, namely, the >ada•'s r1b. 


Just as the firmament or vault was the designated agent in Gen. 1 that 


separated the waters above from the waters below, the rib is the divider 


between the 'ada• and the helper. Tne rib enables the >ada• and the helper to 


face each other. 


What 1s 1t that the 'ida~ faces? It is not simply an extrusion from 


1tself 1 not a duplicate, not a reproduction. It is another way of be1ng of 


the primordial aaam1c power. The question of a b1olog1cal distinction has not 


yet ar1sen. The r1b 1s the d1mens1on that metes out the new between -- a 


between of a different order from the primitive composite of the ' id~l or tne 


an1ma1s or the vegetation which had sprung up from the >1J~tih. It is tne 


com1ng into being of this new dimension which requ1res the marvelous sleep 


aur1ng which the r1b is extracted and built into the nelper. 


It 1s this sleep which aist1nguishes divinity's way of knowing good and 


ev1l and the way of knowing it g1ven to mortals. The divine comprehends good 


and ev1l comprehensively and trans-temporally not as do mortals who must 


through timing apprehend it instant by instant. The sleep and the rib have 


th1s 1n common, that each metes out a between. The sleep metes out the 


between w1th1n is tied to 


change. Yet t 


aga1nst short of untimely and 
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contrived behavior. Intuition ' s negative summons serves this end from the 


side of awareness facing consciousness, awareness not being 1tself tied to 


change. The rib metes out the between within which primordial adamic power 1s 


separated into its positive and negative roles. The positive life pulse of 


creativity faces the negative and nurturing ~omb of receptivity. The 1 ada• 
and the nelper, face to face both stand with and withstand one another in 


mutual correspondence. 


r a h II/ e h-E 1 o h 1 1 b r i n g s the woman to 1 ad a; w 11 o c r i e s e c stat i c a 11 y , ''At 1 as t , 


oone of my bone and flesh of my flesh she shall be . """'sit' c a 11 e d 1 1 :~ s ~· because she 


was taken out of >is 11 But she was not taken out o+ ){s"' accordlng to the text 
(\. 


but out ot the >a,1 at. The 1 ada;'s cry is remarkable for Its d1fferent content 


and form from the calling-to and naming of the animals, a speaking directly to 


them. Here the 1 adaa seems self-confined to self-address. The sleep did not 


truncate memory ("bone of my bone") so that self-identity was conserved. has --::::: 
self-consciousness over-mastered the tranquil watching of awareness? It seems 


so. The woman IS not called-to; no salute is accorded her nature. She is 


named but not out of the sheer wonder s were the animals. 


Th e 1 a'1 a 1 s n a m 1 n g d o e s n o t s a I u t destiny. Ratner, a 


calculative stand-ooJnt proJects her name, "sne shall be called because ... " 


The >aaaa has fallen into a proJective identif1cat1on w1th the 'i rr~ and the 


face-to-faceness that the r1b grounds is not perfected. This rash outburst so 


often accla1med as the perfection of loving welcome h~s only an aesthettcal 


veneer. It leaves the two equally adamic standpoints out of phase and the 


twofold adam1c power spiritually unconsummated. 


Contra-sexuality breaks out in the ' ada•'s recognit1on of 'i rsaY but 1s 


dangerously misunderstood from the positive node of adamic energy. The woman 
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1s misunderstood as a being der1veo from masculinity 1' 7t>, as such, which for 


all 1ts primitive force 1s but a partial component of primordial adamic power. 


Th1s leaves 'z ~f~ s spiritual resource, her receptiveness, unguarded for want 


o. tne complementary resolution that ought to have been afforded her by the 


If, as Buber maintains, the power of human nature can know only the yes-


position within the no-position but not the no-position witnin the yes-


position then how 1s temptation in the str1ct sense to be accounted for? If 


tne genesis myth of the fall 1s a profoundly visionary and poetical paradigm 
=' 


of life-as-It-Is, then we must seek to contemplate origin in its essence. 


Sucn mea1tation, on lead1ng us back, will perhaps enable us to move forward. 
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CONTRA-SEXUALITY AND SELF-AWAKENING: 


THE MYTH OF THE FALL REVISITED 


No myth has more influenced the course of western civilization than that • 


ml'l~ J.~~k.t..d. 
of Genesis 2 and 3--the biblical narrative of the making and fall of~---nd. 


It is hardly extravagant to assert that its influence has been so pervasive 


that its interpretations by the theological and psychological establishments 


continue to affect us personally and collectively. Stereotypical roles for 


man and woman are rooted in these interpretations. This is to say that like 


it or not, this story and its institutionalized interpretations form a 


dominant feature of our culture's mind-set which we take for granted. 


Precisely because we take it for granted, we remain oblivious of it. We count 


on it though, much as we take for granted other features of our environment--


inner and outer--to which our life-styles are habituated. 


Habit, as fixed tendency (our modern understanding of the word) has the 


advantage of instant response. But habit, in this sense, is wanting in 


intelligence whose hallmark is the power to adapt strategically to the new. 


We are not inclined to bring habit under review until it collides disastrously 


with biological necessity or social imperatives. On this account, the 


J question of self-awakening i.e., yogic self-realization need never be 


addressed consciously by anyone whose life-style outwardly agrees with custom 


and tradition. Nonetheless, such conformity is not proof against anxious 
• 


L. 
worry (not to be confused with concern). This universal tract of the human 


condition is attributed by theologians simply to sin and by depth psycho!-


ogists to the naturally alienated human essence. For the latter, anxiety is 


normal and pathology a matter of degree only. 


Curiously, the texts of the canonical scriptures do not, on the whole, 







coincide with these notions. It remains difficult to square a theologically 


moralistic view of sin with the well known words of Jesus at his execution, 


"'Father, forgive them for they know not what they do." And as for anxious 


worry, world scriptures regard it as pathological in kind, not in degree, as 


the equally well known gospel story of Mary and Martha attests. 
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coincide with these notions. It remains difficult to square a theologically 


moralistic view of sin with the well known words of Jesus at his execution, 


''Father, forgive them for they know not what they do." And as for anxious 


worry, world scriptures regard it as pathological in kind, not in degree, as 


the equally well known gospel story of Mary and Martha attests. 


Insofar as these perspectives, the moralistic and psycho-therapeutic, 


which are cultivated by the religious and psychological establishments do not 


hit the rna oncern for an alternative approach toward this profound myth 


calls for a re-reading of it. At the outset one can agree with both 


religion's and psychology's estimate that the greatest human problem is 


suffering (not to be confused with pain) and the end of suffering. This 


requires, though, that we work toward discovering the root of suffering. 


The myth of the fall of humankind addresses this problem directly. 


Looked at and studied calculatively, myth and poetry are disadvantaged by 


their very richness of suggestion as it appears to over-shadow precise 


denotation. On the other hand, this very richness of suggestion is the food 


of meditative thinking, the only way of thinking that annihilates suffering 


since meditative thinking and anxious worry are mutually exclusive. This is 


not to disparage calculative thinking for without it a material career cannot 


be promoted and sustained. Rather, it is to assert that while calculative 


thinking is necessary to wise judgment, it is not sufficient. Whereas 


calculative thinking controls nature, it is impotent to understand it. A 


proper goal cannot be discovered by doing anything. Disclosure offers itself 


only to those who wait upon it in the right spirit and it cannot be contrived. 


We should ponder this myth for a deeper reason than the historical 


effects of its interpretations, no matter how disastrous many of them have 


been. The myth asks us to contemplate beginnings. The beginning of a thing 
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anticipates and marks its end. The word, beginning, not only indicates a 


thing's temporal, spatial and causal aspects, but more profoundly, and to the 


point, it marks its nature. The beginning is ultimately prior and so 


inseparable from Self. On that account the beginning situates us, we do not 


situate it. It cannot be contrived. Calculative thought does not reach it 


though it is eminently useful toward collecting, organizing, deducing and 


inferring whatever represents the beginning. Still, the beginning eludes 


exhaustive representation and remains tranquilly below, within and behind 


every effort to disclose it absolutely. As Heraclitus taught us, Nature loves 


to hide. She discloses herself on condition that we do not imagine a vain 


thing, namely, that the disclosure exhausts the disclosed. Ishtar's seven 


th veils are veilings to the n power. 


Let us begin our meditation on this myth of the making of humankind with 


noticing a distinction among divine names. 
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been. The myth asks us to contemplate beginnings. The beginning of a thing 


anticipates and marks its end. The word, beginning, not only indicates a 


thing's temporal, spatial and causal aspects, but more profoundly, and to the 


point, it marks its nature. The beginning is ultimately prior and so 


inseparable from Self. On that account the beginning situates us, we do not 


situate it. It cannot be contrived. Calculative thought does not reach it 


though it is eminently useful toward collecting, organizing, deducing and 


inferring whatever represents the beginning. Still, the beginning eludes 


exhaustive representation and remains tranquilly below, within and behind 


every effort to disclose it absolutely. As Heraclitus taught us, Nature loves 


to hide. She discloses herself on condition that we do not imagine a vain 


thing, namely, that the disclosure exhausts the disclosed. Ishtar's seven 


th veils are veilings to the n-- power. 


Let us begin our meditation on this myth of the making of humankind with 


noticing a distinction among divine names. It is unnecessary for the purposes 


of our discussion to argue for or against the scholarly documentary 


hypothesis. According to this historio-philological thesis, the first and 


second chapters of Genesis are literary documents from different authorships 


and eras. This view is advanced and held by most scholars in an effort to 


explain apparent contradictions or dramatic dissimilarities in the creation 


accounts. As an hypothesis, the evidence, while in part persuasive, is not 


yet conclusive. On the other hand there is much to be gained exegetically in 


contemplating the two chapters as creation stories told from two different 


perspectives which are in no essential mutually exclusive. 


The first chapter of Genesis employs only one name for the Creator, 


Elohim; the second chapter introduces the compound name, Yahweh-Elohim. 


Standard English translations indicate them as God and the Lord God 
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respectively. In chapter one, the creative acts of Elohim are sublimely told 


from the perspectives of essence and order; each thing after its kind. 


Humankind, the final creation consummates the succession. In chapter two, 


humankind as Adam is at the head of the story and the human drama dominates 


the myth throughout with particular attention given to the making of woman and 


how she is encountered by man. The character and significance of this event 


form the basis and concern of this essay. 


Hebraic tradition assigns to Elohim the quality of judgment and to Yahweh 


1 (the Tetragrammaton) that of mercy. Judaic practice substitutes for the 


latter the name, Adonai, a beautiful ascription to the divine immanence which 


both expresses a transcendent intimacy whilst avoiding the sacrilege of 


pronouncing the holy name YHWH. 


The force of Gen. 2 is specifically implied in its introducing the com-


~ pound name Jahweh-Elohim, i.e., Mercy-Judgment or, Merciful-Judgment. Mercy, 


alone, could not impose punishment for disobeying the prohibition against 


eating the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Judgment, 


alone, could not but annihilate the disobedient man and woman. Merciful-


Judgment preserves the life of humanity while transforming its existence. 


Mercy spares the unity of the human essence despite the fall into disharmony 


between its masculine and feminine energies. Judgment, in Gen. 3, destroys 


the disharmony in the Garden of Eden by exiling the man and woman but 


accomodates mercy by subjecting this duality in human nature to an estrange-


ment from its unity, an alienation so painful that the knowledge of good and 


evil, a divine attribute (Gen. 3:22), effects not a blessing but a curse. Is 


it possible to understand this story from the standpoint of transpersonal 


inwardness, i.e., below the field of calculative consciousness tied as that is 


to the contradictory dichotomy of subject and object? Neither the conventions 







of academic philosophy nor those of depth psychology break this ground, the 


former is confined to argumentation and the latter to an unconscious which 


cannot be that unconscious or consciousness could not recognize it. Neither 


breaks through to the freedom of non-duality. Insofar as theology does not 


discover this breakthrough, it remains likewise trammeled. 


Questioning a culture's perspective that it counts on is difficult and 


dangerous. Difficult, because the belief structure that is counted on is not 


yet consciously horizoned; it is dangerous because when that belief-structure 


contradicts the culture's original vision the unrecognized contradictory 


perspective is held anxiously and the attempt to surface it discloses its 


inadequacy which further irritates the anxiety and reactive violence is not 


far off. 


The occasion for such conflict is implicit in the opening statement of 


the making of human nature. Yahweh-Elohim on forming, shaping, molding 


(ya~~r) the human being ('adam) breathes into it (him) the breath of life. In 


Gen. 1 Elohim is not said to breathe life into any creature. Clearly, such 


creative breathing is the characteristic of Yahweh-Elohim. Yahweh is the 


breather whose breath enlivens. This aspect of the divine is passed over all 


too hurriedly and with a human self-congratulation that the text neither 


encourages nor grounds. 
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1 A. Marmorstein, The Old Rabbinic Doctrine of God (London: Oxford 


University Press, 1927), p. 43. 
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No myth has more influenced the course of western civilization than that of Genesis 2 and 3-- the 
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has been so pervasive that its interpretations by the theological and psychological establishments continue to 
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interpretations. This is to say that like it or not, this story and its institutionalized interpretations form a 


dominant feature of our culture's mind-set which we take for granted. Precisely because we take it for 


granted, we remain oblivious of it. We count on it though, much as we take for granted other features of 


our environment-- inner and outer--to which our life-styles are habituated. 


Habit as fixed tendency (our modern understanding of the word) has the advantage of instant 


response. But habit, in this sense, is wanting in intelligence whose hallmark is the power to adapt 


strategically to the new. We are not inclined to bring habit under review until it collides disastrously with 


biological necessity or social imperatives. On this account, the question of self-awakening, i.e., yogic self


realization, need never be addressed consciously by anyone whose life-style outwardly agrees with custom and 
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regard it as pathological in kind, not in degree, as the equally well known gospel story of Mary and Martha 
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religious and psychological establishments do not hit the mark, concern for an alternative approach toward 


this profound myth calls for a re-reading of it. At the outset one can agree with both religion's and 


psychology's estimate that the greatest human problem is suffering (not to be confused with pain) and the 


end of suffering. This requires, though, that we work toward discovering the root of suffering. 


The myth of the fall of humankind addresses this problem directly. Looked at and studied 


calculatively, myth and poetry are disadvantaged by their very richness of suggestion as it appears to over


shadow precise denotation. On the other hand, this very richness of suggestion is the food of meditative 


thinking, the only way of thinking that annihilates suffering since meditative thinking and anxious worry are 


mutually exclusive. This is not to disparage calculative thinking for without it a material career cannot be 


promoted and sustained. Rather, it is to assert that while calculative thinking is necessary to wise judgment, 


it is not sufficient. Whereas calculative thinking controls nature, it is impotent to understand it. A proper 


goal cannot be discovered by doing anything. Disclosure offers itself only to those who wait upon it in the 


right spirit and it cannot be contrived. 
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We should ponder this myth for a deeper reason than the historical effects of its interpretations, no 


matter how disastrous many of them have been. The myth asks us to contemplate beginnings. The 


beginning of a thing anticipates and marks its end. The word, beginning, not only indicates a thing's tempor


al, spatial and causal aspects, but more profoundly, and to the point, it marks its nature. The beginning is 


ultimately prior and so inseparable from Self. On that account the beginning situates us, we do not situate it. 


It cannot be contrived. Calculative thought does not reach it though it is eminently useful toward collecting, 


organizing, deducing and inferring whatever represents the beginning. Still, the beginning eludes exhaustive 


representation and remains tranquilly below, within and behind every effort to disclose it absolutely. As 


Heraclitus taught us, Nature loves to hide. She discloses herself on condition that we do not imagine a vain 


thing, namely, that the disclosure exhausts the disclosed. Ishtar's seven veils are veilings to the nth power. 


Let us begin our meditation on this myth of the making of humankind with noticing a distinction 


among divine names. It is unnecessary for the purposes of our discussion to argue for or against the 


scholarly documentary hypothesis. According to this historio-philological thesis, the first and second chapters 


of Genesis are literary documents from different authorships and eras. This view is advanced and held by 


most scholars in an effort to explain apparent contradictions or dramatic dissimilarities in the creation 


accounts. As an hypothesis, the evidence, while in part persuasive, is not yet conclusive. On the other hand 


there is much to be gained exegetically in contemplating the two chapters as creation stories told from two 


different perspectives which are in no essential mutually exclusive. 


The frrst chapter of Genesis employs only one name for the Creator, Elohim; the second chapter 


introduces the compound name, Yahweh-Elohim. Standard English translations indicate them as God and 


the Lord God respectively. In chapter one, the creative acts of Elohim are sublimely told from the per


spectives of essence and order; each thing after its kind. Humankind, the final creation, consummates the 


succession. In chapter two, essential humankind as Adam is at the head of the story and the human drama 


dominates the myth throughout with particular attention given to the making of essential woman and how 


she is encountered by man. The character and significance of this event form the basis and concern of this 


essay. 
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Hebraic tradition assigns to Elohim the quality of judgment and to Yahweh (the Tetragrammaton) 


that of mercy.1 Judaic practice substitutes for the latter the name Adonai, a beautiful ascription to the 


divine immanence which both expresses a transcendent intimacy whilst avoiding the sacrilege of pronouncing 


the holy name YHWH. 


The force of Gen. 2 is specifically implied in its introducing the compound name Yahweh-Eiohim, 


i.e., Mercy-Judgment or, Merciful-Judgment. Mercy, alone, could not impose punishment for disobeying the 


prohibition against eating the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Judgment, alone, could not 


but annihilate the disobedient man and woman. Merciful-Judgment preserves the life of humanity while 


transforming its existence. Mercy spares the unity of the human essence despite the fall into disharmony 


between its masculine and feminine energies. Judgment, in Gen. 3, destroys the disharmony in the Garden 


of Eden by exiling the disobedient man and woman but accommodates mercy by subjecting this duality in 


human nature to only an existential estrangement from its unity. This alienation is so painful that the 


knowledge of good and evil, a divine attribute (Gen. 3:22), effects not a blessing but a curse, yet it is a curse 


that bears within it the occasion for drawing humankind back to Origin. Is it possible to understand this 


story from the standpoint of transpersonal inwardness, i.e., below the field of calculative consciousness tied as 


that is to the contradictory dichotomy of subject and object? Neither the conventions of academic philosophy 


nor those of depth psychology break this ground, the former is confmed to argumentation and the latter to 


an unconscious which cannot be that unconscious or consciousness could not recognize it. Neither breaks 


- -through to the freedom of non-duality. Insofar as theology d<>es not discover this breakthrough, it remains 


likewise trammeled. 


Questioning a culture's perspective that it counts on is difficult and dangerous. Difficult, because the 


belief structure that is counted on is not yet consciously horizoned; it is dangerous because when that belief


structure contradicts the culture's original vision the unrecognized contradictory perspective is held anxiously 


and the attempt to surface it discloses its inadequacy which further irritates the anxiety and reactive violence 


is not far off. 


The occasion for such conflict is implicit in the opening statement of the making of human nature. 
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Yahweh-Elohim on forming, shaping, molding (yasar) the human being (>a..Qam) breathes into it (him) the 


breath of life. In Gen. 1 Elohim is not said to breathe life into any creature. Clearly, such creative 


breathing is the characteristic of Yahweh-Elohim. Yahweh is the breather whose breath enlivens. This 


aspect of the divine is passed over all too hurriedly and with a human self-congratulation that the text neither 


encourages nor grounds. Yahweh-Elohim breathes into the nostrils of the >a..Qam the breath of life (nisemat 


hayyim) and the >a..Qam becomes a living being (nepes hayyah). This animating breath is in animals too 


(Gen. 1:30). Ecclesiastes describes the fate (miqreh) of the sons of Adam and the fate of animals as the 


same. As one dies, so does the other. All have the same breath (ruah) which upon death returns to Elohim 


who gave it. (Eccl. 3:19-21; 12:7). 


What distinguishes being-as-human according to this biblical vision? Gen. 2 presents the >a..Qam as 


one who called to the animals when Yahweh-Elohim brought them to the >a..Qam to see what he would call-to 


them. This "calling-to" to the other living being (nepes hayyah) gives it both its calling and name.2 This is 


to say that the calling and naming are not synonymous. By calling-to, the living beings are named. By 


naming, they are called. Calling to them does not label them. It salutes their natures by dif-ferencing the 


nature from its function. Naming them does not call them into view, since they were already presented to 


the )a_Qam by Yahweh-Elohim. Naming them salutes their vocations by dif-ferencing vocation from its 


career. Calling-to and naming are twin callings forth that release a living being's principle potentialities. 


Addressing potentiality does not fixate upon an actual existent. It is a visionary in-vocation that calls up a 


flowering in the one called-to. ·-


This positive visionary summons is not representational: It anticipates, without determining in 


advance, the living being's way of becoming itself and also the way of bearing itself. Even divinity undergoes 


this visionary pause: "·-Yahweh-Elohim brought each beast of the field and each fowl of the heavens to the 


)a_Qam to see what he would call-to it..." (Gen. 2:19). The Hebrew text is precise here. The infinitive of the 


verb "to see" (ra>ah) is followed by the sign of indirect question; and the dependent clause, "what he would 


call-to it" represents a future action anticipated from some time in the past.3 Divinity's positive visionary 


summons waits upon the >a..Qam's potentialities as does the >a..Qam wait upon each animal's way of becoming 
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itself and its way of bearing itself. 


This positive visionary summons, a poetic letting-be, matures into insight. Insight is most often 


confused with intuition for want of penetrating the matter more deeply. Both positive visionary summons 


and insight themselves ask to be waited upon until they disclose the dimension that holds them apart while 


drawing, gathering them together. (I am employing the concept "dimension" throughout this paper as does 


Heidegger in his essay, • ... Poetically Man Dwells .. ." in which he meditates on a late poem of Holder lin's. 


Perhaps he had also Gen. 1:6 in mind in remarking that sky's and earth's facing each other itself depends on 


the dimension, the meting out of the between. This is an exact image of the way the expanse, the heavenly, 


admits the space between the waters above and below by dividing between them as the text reads in Gen 


1:6i 


This visionary two-fold depends upon the more primordial "witnessing" of intuition which is a 


warning, a negative summons empty of any positive calling-to, calling-up and calling-forth. Intuition's 


negative summons declines and checks all possible positive visionary summonings other than what at the time 


invokes the living being's nature and destiny. Such exact calling-to waits upon not only breathers as living 


beings but things also. There is no biblical warrant for the Aristotelian distinction between animate and 


inanimate which hierarchically prejudices the being of the inanimate. There is only creature, a 


comprehensive word for every fmite bearer of the divinely creative signature. Any stone might hear (Josh. 


24:27) and any bush can become the unconsumed "burning bush," as the one bush called-to Moses by the 


seeing of Yahweh and the speaking of Elo~. It called-to hliD by name and Moses hid his face, afraid to-- .. 


look at Elohim. And Yahweh said to Moses, "To-see I-saw the ruisery of my people .. ." (Ex. 3:1-7t). This 


divinely positive visionary summons grants to Moses his vocation and destiny. But it rises out of the 


primordial guardianship of divine intuition which the text assigns to Elohim who warns Moses to come no 


closer and promises him protection to guard him in executing his vocation. 


Is this dif-ference within divine address between calling and naming, this be-two-ing of the divine 


word's one-fold into seership and guardianship, any different in principle from the two-fold of the human 


word? 


1 
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If, in principle, the word of the divinity and the human word divide and join within the same one


fold and in the same way, then the order of events narrated in Gen. 2 is natural. The )a,_Qam, in no sense 


generated by a human father and mother, is made of the dust of the ground, the )a_Qamah, and the divine 


breath. )a_Qam is placed in the garden of Eden to work ((bd) it and to guard (samar) it. A two-Coldness has 


begun its career. In the midst of the garden are two trees, one of life the other of death -- the tree of the 


knowledge of good and evil from which the )a_Qam is forbidden to eat. Then Yahweh-Elohim said it was not 


good for the )a_Qam to be in his solitariness. "I will make one who helps, who is conspicuously in front of, 


who corresponds (neged) to him . ..s Next, Yahweh-Eiohim forms from the )a_Qamah the beasts and birds and 


brought them each to the )a_Qam "to see what he will call to it. . ." Among these, the )a_Qam "did not find a 


helper, one conspicuously in front of, one who corresponded to him" (Gen. 2:19-20). 


This intermediate step between the divine intuition of something still wanting for the )as!am and the 


making of woman is a crucial moment in the story. One wonders why on observing that it was not good for 


the )as!am to be sheerly solitary that Yahweh-Elohim did not immediately set about making the counterpart, 


the woman. The reason is implied in the being of the )as!am. Convention·al interpretation, for all its variety 


in some other respects, regards )as!am simply as man opposed to woman, i.e., as this male human being 


contra-sexually opposed to this other female human being. But the text does not support this. Contra


sexuality does not appear until the distinction is made, by the )a_Qam itself on awakening to the woman's 


presence. On greeting this event, the )a_Qam names her )issa as the counterpart of the one out of whom she 


was taken. This matrix the )<illam names )is on the strength of the calculative reflection that the woman was 


taken out of )is ("because this was taken from )is"); whereas the text says that she was built from a rib taken 


from the )a_Qam. We shall return to this remarkable feature and its implications shortly. In the meantime, 


let us contemplate the question of the )a_Qam's being required to meet the animals, for calling-to and naming, 


before the woman is brought to presence. 


At the level of unmediated spirit or awareness there is no basis for the )a_Qam's not finding a 


companion among the animals. The )as!am and the animals are equally nepes hayyah. Furthermore, both 


the )a_Qam and the animals are in no way to be confused with such notions as "the frrst human being," "the 
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first animal(s)." Each is a one without a second in that it has no birth from a mother of the same species --


no human mother for the )a_Qam, no anim.al species mother for the animal. When the Hebrew text wishes to 


represent the human being historically through biological process, rather than Adam the word Enosh is used 


or son of Adam (ben )a_Qam); thus, )enos and ben )a_Qam (Ps. 8:4). Enosh, not )a_Qam, is human being. Job 


parallels )a_Qam with geber whose root gbr indicates power. When Job specifies the human man, •)a_Qam 


born of woman" is used. It is thought possible that )is and )issa are derived from )enos.6 


The question of the relation of the )a_Qam to the animals at the level of spirit cannot be settled at 


that same level, not for want of spiritual or primordial community with them, nor because he exercised the 


initiative of calling-to and naming them since he named the woman also. 


Thus far in the narrative, th~ )a_Qam's relation to its world has entailed one encounter after another -


- shocks, if you will: put in a garden, expected to work and guard it, prohibited from eating from a certain 


tree, the animals paraded to be called-to and named entailing the monumental discovery of the language of 


mortals (there is nothing in the text that says the )a_Qam was created immortal -- deathlessness depended on 


access to the tree of life, and how often we are not told). This is to say that the power of self-relation in 


contradistinction to other-relatedness is not yet self-realized in the 


)a_Qam. Awareness alone is insufficient to it and consciousness, which is awareness with an object, though 


necessary for looking after the garden, obeying the prohibition and for utterance, needs a further dif-


ferentiation before genuine self-relation can be realized. 


·-····- - ---The)a_Qam has the breath of Yahweh-Elohim for father and-the )a_Qamah, the dust of the skin of the __ 


earth, the ground, for mother. But, as we have seen, even though as the animals are also each nepes hayyah 


this spiritual continuity is. insufficient to the >a..Qam's realizing genuine self-relation but it brings the )a_Qam a 


step closer to the possibility of awakening to it. The animals on being called-to and named do not make 


reply. On the other hand, we must be careful not to overplay this apparent want of reciprocity on the part of 


the animals. Neither did the woman reply when the )a_Qam cried ecstatically on receiving her from Yahweh-


Elohim despite her being taken out of the )a_Qam itself, as the animals were not. In any case, it seems that 


the narrator wishes to indicate that no counterpart helper was found among th~ animals even within the 
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bond of language. It is inconceivable that the animals would not at some level have risen to their callings 


and names before the )a_Qam and the woman became estranged from Yahweh-Elohim and the garden. That 


no counterpart helper was found among the animals indicates that the )a_Qam realizes a longing for one of its 


own species as a true complement. Such intra-species' complementarity among the animals must have been 


contemplated by the )a_Qam with both wonder and a sense of present incompletion. Precisely such a 


sentiment must precede the gift of the woman if through her a depth transformation of consciousness is to 


take place. Though herself made from the )a_Qam and so in her own way of being no less an )a_Qam, the 


quality and content of her consciousness is itself at stake also insofar as there is any change in the )a_Qam's. 


We are now approaching the crux of this essay, the relation between contra-sexuality and self-awakening. 


But for this to show forth dearly it must be borne in mind that the )a_Qam is not equivalent to the male 


human being as opposed to the female. )a_Qam has no plural nor feminine form, the feminine form )a_Qamah 


means the surface of the earth, ground, soil, that from which dust arises and from which the )a.Qam was 


fashioned. The )a_Qam comprises the duality of divine breath and dust from the ground, its mother . 


. ··--···-~--··~··· .. --·~-~~ -- ~· -- · . . 
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The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil 


Preparing the )a_Qam for meeting the woman is already begun with ordaining the )a_Qam's vocation -


to servingly work and also to guard the garden. Even before that, the issue of self and other is made 


conscious for this creature. After being made, the )a_Qam is placed in a delightful (Eden) garden; no paradise 


to be sure, given the pressures and tensions that obtain in it, but a pleasant place as the text says -- a garden 


(gan), i.e., a place fenced in. The duality of self and surround is established with as yet no restraints. The 


other is encountered with no inhibition. 


The prohibition against eating of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil occasions the first 


inhibition. This generates the beginning of inwardness. The hypothesis here of so many interpreters that 


until the fall the primordial pair remained in dreaming innocence cannot do justice to the prudence required 


for serving and guarding the garden nor to the response required by the prohibition. The introversion 


occasioned by the prohibition introduces an inward solitariness which is in part released through the next 


episode. The calling-to and naming of the animals generates a counter-tension to the solitariness of 


inwardness. It releases language from the side of the )a_Qam and sociality is restored. Yahweh-Elohim had 


already released language from the divine side with the prohibition, a negative command. Sociality is 


restored for the )a_Qam but no longer as it was; for the memory of the prohibition and the memory of the 


previous unrestrained access to the garden bring to simple inwardness its own counter tension. It is this 


counter-tension, this inner forward and backward motion, this "sympathetic antipathy and antipathetic 


· -sympathy" (Kier-kegaar-d,· The -Concept of Anxiety) that is not in-all respects correspondingly matched in and 


by the animals. (The character and expression of an animal's inwardness is not at issue and no deprecation 


of the animal, another ne.nes hayyah, is intended here.) 


What is the principle of the prohibition? There is a wide literature devoted to this question 


(Westermann and Cassuto both collate the principal explanations7). For some reason commentators 


proceed hastily to consider that the issue turns on the word knowledge whereas the text precisely says that 


what is forbidden is eating, i.e., eating the tree's fruit. The woman understands this clearly in her 


conversation with the serpent (Gen. 3:3). Fruit is a symbol for consequence, result. It is the consequence of 
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knowing good and evil that must not be ingested. To imagine that the )a.Qam was unacquainted with the 


opposites until the disobedience is untenable, as was shown above, and depends on misconceiving the garden 


as paradise -- a misconception arising from the Greek (Septuagint) and Latin (Vulgate) translations: 


paradeisos and paradisus, respectively. 


Martin Buber in his Good and Evil attempts to account for the fall by analyzing human ftnitude as 


incapable of entertaining the yes-position and no-position of the opposites as temporally coexistent. The yes


position can present itself only while the human being is in the no-position, not the no in the yes-position. 


Only as a transgressor can one know the good which for the time being is inaccessible to him. "But at this 


point, the process in the human soul becomes a process in the world: through the recognition of 


oppositeness, the opposites which are always latently present in creation break out into actual reality, they 


become existent.',g This is a variation on the "dreaming innocence" hypothesis which owes much to 


Kierkegaard. 


Unfortunately, things are not so simple, since it is not "the recognition of oppositeness" that is the 


problem or the question. Rather it is the relation to oppositeness that is at stake. The opposites do not 


"break out into actual reality," they are already existent in both the myth and in its subject, namely, life-as-it


is. The question is whether the myth of Eden portrays a fall from a perfect life to an imperfect one or 


whether it discloses life-as-it-is, was and always shall be and an inadequate response to it. 


Biblical metaphor in some texts employs the verb, to eat, to indicate a non-material consumption 


· --==--- ·· ··- fJer. ·15:16; Ez 2:8,9; 3:1-3. Cf:-Rev. 10:19):· Noiiflguratively;to ·eat is to incorporate into on-e-s· own · ·· ..... -~-=--- - · 
substance a substance of.another order through which matter is- converted into energy. Metaphorically, a 


non-material eating can produce in the eater spiritual good or ill health. It is reasonable to ask what it 


means to eat the result of knowing good and evil and why it should be forbidden as lethal. 


The phrase, good and evil, does not necessarily imply moralism but simply what is pleasurable and 


painfu~ i.e., good and bad. Now decision embodies attitude. Decision is the consequence of knowing quality 


since to know entails distinguishing one thing from another and, in particular biblically, to become intimately 


engaged with it. Such a qualitative apprehension establishes preference which issues in decision which in the 
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practical order determines deed. Thus knowing results in doing. To eat this result (fruit of knowledge) 


converts into my substance the content of decision and the performance that carries it out. To eat the result 


of knowing means to convert a preference, decision and performance from their essential character as means 


and to establish them as ends. It makes no difference whether this conversion stems from knowing good or 


from knowing evil. The garden required unremitting care, a pure act of attention to cultivating it and 


protecting its boundaries from potential or actual encroachment, or both. Danger was implicit in the 


circumstantial field of Eden itself. Learning how to repair any breach of enclosure or develop the garden 


horticulturally were goods. Yet no instance of evil or good repeats itself in all the same respects. Unless the 


gardener remains open (a matter of attitude) to discovering (not contriving) ever new means to guarding and 


cultivating the garden, predation and decay are sure to occur and the garden lost. 


There is no need to belabor the human tendency to measure the present by the past and to project 


the memory of the past upon the imaginary future. When this reductive tendency is actualized in decision, 


revelation or disclosure in the present is forfeited and the psyche is forced to operate out of an old groove. 


The genius of biblical witness marshals itself against this tendency to absolutize the past. It is the root of all 


idolatry. The self-centered reductiveness of idolatry bars the gathering of the fourfold, heaven and earth, 


divinity and humankind and equally closes the distance through which each reaches the other in its own 


mode. 


Contra-SexlialitY ancfself-Awakeriing . --··' - . ... .. - ..;:..-=-:-.------ -


The failure to fmd the helper among the animals mat~es the >a.Qam's dialectic of inwardness and 


the as yet unconsummate-d outreach for the complementary other. Yahweh-Elohim precipitates a further dif


ference within the awareness-consciousness of the >a.Qam by forming a new near~ess from within the >a.Qam 


itself. The >a.Qam is made to fall asleep and the true helper is built from a rib of the >a_Qam and brought to 


the >a.Qam by Yahweh-Elohim. 


The sleep separates one level of awareness-consciousness from another. It also hides, conceals from 


mortal gaze the means by which this new between is wrought. 
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Not much, if any, depth significance is given by scholars to the distinction here between making and 


building. The concepts are regarded in this context as virtually synonymous though the word build (banah) 


employed in the context of creation occurs in only one other instance, Amos 9:6, "Who builds his upper 


rooms in the heavens and has founded his vault (of the heavens) upon the earth." The word vault, )agudah, 


is from the root )agd, bind. The vault of the heavens is fitted together, constructed.9 


The helper's way of being issues from a radically different way of making from that of the fashioning 


of )a.Qam who was made from the divine breath and the dust of the ground -- an image of the potter's art. 


The helper is a construction from a part which had already been made, namely, the )a.Qam's rib. Just as the 


firmament or vault was the designated agent in Gen. 1 that separated the waters above from the waters 


below, the rib is the divider between the )a.Qam and the helper. The rib enables the )a.Qam and the helper to 


face each other. 


What is it that the )a.Qam faces? It is not simply an extrusion from itself, not a duplicate, not a 


reproduction. It is another way of being of the primordial adamic power. The question of a biological 


distinction has not yet arisen. The rib is the dimension that metes out the new between -- a between of a 


different order from the primitive composite of the )a.Qam or the animals or the vegetation which had sprung 


up from the )a.Qamah. It is the coming into being of this new dimension which requires the marvelous sleep 


during which the rib is extracted and built into the helper. 


It is this sleep which distinguishes divinity's way of knowing good and evil and the way of knowing it 


given to mortals. ·The divine comprehends good and evil comprehensively and trans-temporally not as do 


mortals who must through timing apprehend it instant by instant. The sleep and the rib have this in 


common, that each metes out a between. The sleep metes out the between within which consciousness faces 


awareness. Consciousness is tied to change. Yet this natural instability is warned by intuition against 


forsaking the attitudinal pause that stops short of untimely and contrived behavior. Intuition's negative 


summons serves this end from the side of awareness facing consciousness, awareness not being itself tied to 


change. The rib metes out the between within which primordial adamic power is separated into its positive 


and negative roles. The positive life pulse of creativity faces the negative and nurturing womb of receptivity. 


-- - ---- - ~ 
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The )a_Qam and the helper, face to face both stand with and withstand one another in mutual correspondence. 


Yahweh-Eiohim brings the woman to )a,Q_am who cries ecstatically, "At last, bone of my bone and 


flesh of my flesh she shall be called )issa because she was taken out of )is." But she was not taken out of )is 


according to the text but out of the )a_Qam. The )a_Qam's cry is remarkable for its different content and form 


from the calling-to and naming of the animals, a speaking directly to them. Here the >a.Qam seems self


confined to self-address. The sleep did not truncate memory ("bone of my bone") so that self-identity was 


conserved. Has self-consciousness over-mastered the tranquil watching of awareness? It seems so. The 


woman is not called-to; no salute is accorded her nature. She is named but not out of the sheer wonder of 


contemplation as were the animals. The >a.Qam's naming does not salute nor mutually determine her destiny. 


Rather, a calculative stand-point projects her name, "she shall be called because .. ." The )a_Qam has fallen 


into a projective identification with the )issa and the face-to-faceness that the rib grounds is not perfected. 


This rash outburst so often acclaimed as the perfection of loving welcome has only an aesthetical veneer. It 


leaves the two equally adamic standpoints out of phase and the twofold adamic power spiritually 


unconsummated. 


Contra-sexuality breaks out in the )a.Qam's recognition of >issa but is dangerously misunderstood 


from the positive node of adamic energy. The woman is misunderstood as a being derived from masculinity 


(>is), as such, which for all its primitive force is but a partial component of primordial adamic power. This 


leaves )issa's spiritual resource, her receptiveness, unguarded for want of the complementary resolution that 


ought to have been afforded her by the >a.Qam. 


If, as Buber maintains, the power of human nature can know only the yes-position within the no


position but not the no-position within the yes-position then how is temptation in the strict sense to be 


accounted for? If the Genesis myth of the fall is a profoundly visionary and poetical paradigm of life-as-it-is, 


then we must seek to contemplate origin in its essence. Such meditation, on leading us back, will perhaps 


enable us to move forward. If we cannot apprehend the no-position within the yes-position then genuine 


tranquillity is denied us during historical existence -- a troubled view most varieties of existentialism declare. 


Such a view cannot take seriously freedom from anxious worry in an historical lifetime. Yet such a 
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standpoint is flatly contradicted not only by biblical scriptures (Ps. 55:18f; Jn. 14:27; Rom. 8:16) but by those 


of other traditions also (cf. Bhagavad Gita 255; Chuang Tzu 4.30-35). 


Absurd as it might well sound to those who do not interpret the Genesis myth as paradigmatic of 


life-as-it-is, let us contemplate the )a_Qam's standpoint as in the yes-position while yet capable of intuiting the 


no-position. The myth through Yahweh-Elohim announces the no-position to the )a_Qam whilst the )a_Qam is 


situated in the yes-position. U the prohibition against the no-position was unintelligible to the )a.Qam, then 


how is the fall into the no-position a genuine fall? 


On meeting the adamic woman, the )a_Qam had the same resource within the yes-position which was 


exercised so well toward the animals. The same work of watchful intuition was available to warn against 


untimely action (the adamic memory was not for the )a_Qam or the helper in any way impaired -- the woman 


is brought forth fully aware of the prohibition on the strength of the adamic essence, though she was built 


from the rib after the prohibition was decreed (Gen. 3:2-3). 


So gloriously conspicuous a sight facing the >a.Qam as the >issa, tempts him out of his original 


tranquillity to collapse into his idea of what is equal and adequate to himself. And collapse into this idea he 


does as his outcry signals since it is not an address by a soliloquy. But, says the psychologist, this is natural 


enough. The >a.Qam had no actual experience of the no-position's turbulence and the prohibition was only an 


authoritarian abstraction until ac~ually disobeyed. 


The answer to this diagnostic explanation is yes, it is natural enough but not on that account 


inevitabl~.. Therefore, no. The >a.Q~ •. ht .ili.e origina), _y~s~iti9n is not yet facing actual evil but the._ .. _ . 


possibility of evil. Precisely the negation of the possibility of evij is the realized condition of the good. This 


negation is fully indicated_ by intuition's negative summons against recklessness or throwing oneself away. 


The >a.Qarn throws himself away to his idea of the >issa and she naturally makes no reply to no address. 


Bereft of the )a.Qam's spiritual counsel and resolution to match her gifts of well-being and receptivity, the 


>a.Qamic twofold collapses into chaos and she is herself now \'Ulnerable to her own idea of the serpent's 


misrepresentation of the prohibition. 


This meditation has regressed the fall backward, from the woman's disobedience in Gen. 3:6 to the 


L ~· • 


...._.._.. ... --.;:; 
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)a_Qam's fatal failure to meet her openlteartedly in Gen. 2:23. Once fallen into the no-position, the yes-


position is self-awakened to when the :teeessary settled disposition to obey intuition's warning summons is 


realized instant by instant within the sdf's living non-dual breath of Yahweh-Elohim. 


Had the )a_Qam prayed Kierkegaard's epigraph to The Sickness Unto Death, the fall must have been 


averted; 


"Lord, give us dull-witted eyes for things of no account and eyes serenely clear for all thy 


truth."10 


Allan W. Anderson 


San Diego State University 
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Oxford University Press, 1927) p. 43. 


2. Modupe Oduyoye, The Sons of the Gods and the Daughters of Men, 
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books) pp. 83-85. 


3. Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 
1983) 107k. 


4. Heidegger's debt to biblical thought is implied in his remark 
that, "Without this theological background I should never have come 
upon the path of thinking." On the Way to Language, Tr. Hertz (New 
York: Harper and Row, 1982) p. 10. 


5. See Brown, Driver and Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon of the 
Old Testament, (Oxford: Oxford Clarendon Press, 1962) p. 617. 


6. I am indebted for this etymological insight to my colleague, 
Professor Irving Gefter of San Diego State's Department of 
Classical and Oriental Languages. 


7. Claus Westermann, Genesis 1-11, tr. Scullion, (Minneapolis: 
Augsburg Publishing House, 1984) p. 242f. Umberto Cassuto, A 
Commentary on the Book of Genesis, Part I, tr. Abrahams, 
(Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, The Hebrew University, 1961) p. 111-
114. 


8. Martin Buber, Good and Evil, (New York: Charles Scribners' 
Sons, 1953) pp. 75-76. 


9. BOB, op. cit., p. 8. 


10. Herr! gieb uns blade Augen fur Dinge, die nichts taugen und 
Augen voller klarkeit in alle deine Wahrheit. 
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